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ABSTRACT
ker,;ote sensing educational and training materials developed
by LARS have been organized in a matrix format. Each row in
the matrix represents a subject area in remote sensing and the
columns represent different types of instructional materials.
This format has proved to be useful for displaying in a concise
v,anner the subject matter content, prerequisite requirements
and "technical depth" of each instructional module in the matrix.
A general description of the matrix is followed by three
examples designed to ill-•.strate how the matrix can be used to
synthesize trainin g; programs tailored to meet the needs of
individual students. A detailed description of each of the
modules in the matrix is contained in a "catalog" section.
1. Professor of Llectrical Lngineering, Purdue university,
West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
2. Graduate Research Assistant, Department of Education,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907
Preparation of this report was supported by the stational
Aeronautics and Space Administration under Contract r:AS9-14016.
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in this da ,:urreen ~	 t-%e	 Vt the
educatl.. !onct.!	 Wtiit`Si wake up the mat7i ^_::.
INTRODUCTION
Remote sensing is a rapidly expanding, interdisciplinary
science. with new people, new techniques and new approaches
entering the field constantly, it is important that education
and training materials be available to transfer remote sensing
technology from the research environment to applications in the
field. Furthermore, for these materials to be most useful, the
organization inherent in their design must contribute to tcieir
use in flexible programs designed to meet specific needs and
must be adaptable enough to encompass new technological advances
and applications as they arise.
To meet these needs the Laboratory for Applications of
Remote Sensing ( LARS) has developed a collection of learning
units or modules. These materials, developed under both
NASA and Purdue University sponsorship, have been organized
in a matrix format. The matrix provides a logical organization
of the materials, gives insight into the prerequisite require-
ments for each module and the degree of "technical depth" of
each module.
Following a general description of the matrix, examples
are given to demonstrate how the matrix may be used to synthesize
individual training programs. These are followed by a "catalog"
of the instructional modules which contains a summary ;paragraph
for each, a list of recommended prerequisites and an y special
equipment or instructional aids which may be required to use the
modules. In preparing this document no attempt has been made
to provide a complete summary of educational materials available
in the area of remote sensing. Only those materials developed
at LARS under NASA/JSC or Purdue University sponsorship are
included in the matrix. The availability of the various
materials is also indicated in the "catalog."
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GENERAL DEOCRSPTI	 MATI:IX
Each row in the matrix represents a subject area in remote
sensing and the columns represent different types of instruc-
tional materials. Moving from left to right, the materials
tend to require an increasing amount of student time to complete
and to provide a corresponding increase in technical detail and
depth.
FOCUS Series
Each FOCUS is a two-page foldout consisting of a diagram
or photograph and an extended caption of three to four hundred
words treating a single concept. A student typically spends
10 to 20 minutes studying these materials. Y'hey are especially
useful for general briefings or introductory treatments of
remote sensing topics.
Minicourses
Minicourses are prepared at the level which deals °a*ith
fundamental principles. They may consist U  vr,l;7
 p hated
materials or use a combination of media. Cirne series of mini-
courses uses a printedstudy guide, color slides and an audio
tape to direct the student's study. The student is actively
involved manipulating materials associated with remote sensing,
completing exercises and solving problems in the study guide.
Each mi.nicourse requires about an hour to complete.
videotapes
The series of videotapes "captures" a subject ratter
specialist discussing an area of remote sensing. :;ttjdent
viewing notes accompany some of the :=ideotapes. Eacr, •ideotape
runs about thirty minutes. For an extended topic, such as
pattern recognition, there is a series of videotapes.
Simulations
Simulation exercises are designed to lead the student
through the professional thought and decision-making processes
typical of those required bs- remote sensing anal,st/researchers.
The sir"ulations, requiring 13 to 4 hours to complete, illustrate
and explain the rationale and decision processes of remote
sensing analysis.
- 4
Case Studies
Case studies require the student to make his own decisions
in analyzing remotely sensed data, such as specifying computer
analysis requirements and interpreting the analysis results.
Intermediate results are reviewed with an instructor, if one is
available. Case studies require on the order of 20 to 40 hours
of student time. The student uses a computer and the LARSIS
software system to solve a remote sensing problem, such as
classifying an area or determining the percentage of areal
extent of specific ground cover types. Although the study area
has already been analyzed by a professional analyst and a
model solution is available, the student is not expected to
duplicate the exact sequence or arrive at an identical solution.
.i
^	 I!	 ^	 I	 V	 'a	 7	 +.
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USE 01. It r is
The matrix is helijful in idei,t. ' yinq the areas Of rer+ote
sensing in which LARS-developed educational materials sire
available. individual educational curricula and traiiiii4q
programs can be synthesized by selectin,+j .rariou;: YateriaLi;
from the matrix. Typically a larrjea ,uiiher Ofu.aits ics
selected from the left side of tiie ,Tdat is v,itn fewer uiiitr
being selected as the student pro+jre .ses, acr=jss the anatri.'.
An individualized program can Le designed to meet ttie .+eeJs
and interests of a particular class or an individual student.
Despite the diversity of .stulde" -I needing inforFiatiOn about
remote sensing both as basic content and sup_ple?ae"tar; • iiifor-
mation, it is possible to diagnose a stu+-a,t°s nti's, refer to
the matrix and prescribe the apprspriate material for .-,is vieeds.
When possible, students with the same nee i can L+e brCu,ykit
together in small groups so tnat the instructor ca3-i ei1^ Ou,4 Uye
group interaction and facilitate _iscussion of newll- learned
concepts, principles and procedures.
The general approach token is tc;	 si,1 s a e the
objectives of the training progra;-,a, exa^rdnt- the r+SLr: r_'1nd,
education and experience of the trainees, determine the ciarae
available and then choose material and eiu a a,naIl experiences
which best meet this set of conditio,s. l;;ie cataIlo-j e_ ion
of this document contains asuirjrary paratirapti and ii r- =^%
_	 prerequisites for each unit and car. be  used tip select i
appropriate modules. Three examples follow which illustrate
how individualized training programs can be synthesized.
'Draining Program Example 1
Training Objective;	 to a l	 us_ ccraluki -,^ _ed
analysis techniques to pn!,a yc ^-- 1 •j'i ^J r^^d+:l 1.; `..°r_g: Pt7a^ ..+!"dry'--'°sd'
water bodies, vec ietated areas,'evui—ali j ,and arl r iC :^ ^iJ  ^'jr
a specified geographic area and to a__C use a to le
the areal extent of these co"er types. Y`'nC priiT a 	 data
source is assumed to be LANCS- I.T CG+C!^+vate? °_ !vfrWpJ.t1C. l. °. 4i ^7t^,.
limited amount of three-year-old	 aerial photo_-_	 3 â;<ti-
is available to be used as reference data.
Student Audience: Two students are to be trained to
work as an analysis team. One nemt'er of the teaiia has a back-
ground in statistics and experienc-_ in running standard
regression analysis computer programs On a 'hatch mode ;sYsteid+.
The other student is a professional geologist and hassiad a
limited amount of experience in using aerial photograpty to
aid in the identification of geolouic features.
Duration of Program: Four worF-v>ee:s are availafile prior
to the time the trainees will be expected to apply the techniques
they have learned to their own data set.
r,
d	 If
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Design of Training Program: Working with the conditions;
summarized above, the matrix of available instructional materials
and the catalog section of this document, the trainin cocr-
dinacor developed a training program.
Note that the two students are cj be trained to wor}: as an
analysis team and that neither had any experience working witTt
LANDSAT data or remote sensing analysis computer programs.
But despite their quite different backgrounds, a common training
program was designed for the two students. It was expected
that during some segments of the program one student would be
in a position to supplement the formal instructional materlaio
for the other student. For instance, when studying the :;eolc),g
minicourse the geologist would not be expected to learn aiditicnal
geology although he would learn about the application of remote
sensing techniques to the solution of geological problems. In
addition, his education and experience in geology would enable
him to impart to his partner a deeper understanding of both
geology and remote sensing. Similarly, the statistician would
be able to assist the geologist in the areas of pattern
recognition and use of computer programs. This joint experi°
ence would tend to build the team relationship required at
the completion of the training program.
The training program that was developed is as follo:as:
Day 1 -
Minicourse - Remote Sensing. What is it?
FOCUS - LANDSAT: An Earth Resources Data Collection
System
Videotape - Introuuction to Quantitative Rc.-P ote _°r_no i sl_i;
FOCUS - The Multispectral Scanner
Minicourse - The Physical Basis of Remote Sensiny
Day 2 -
Videotape - Duality of System Types and the
Multivariant Approach
FOCUS - Pattern Recognition
Minicourse - Spectral Reflectance Characteristics
of Vegetation
FOCUS - Cover Type Classification
Minicourse - Multispectral Scanners
FOCUS - Role of Images in Numerical Data Analysis
u
j P
^ 7 -
Day 3 -
minicourse -
Ltd. Pkq• I -
Optiorial ut
[)a,, 4 -
Crop
Minicourse
FOC â -,z - I 41at iS
Day 5 -
Minicourse
optional - Librar, neD,iiiv^ :inj
Da ,v 6 —
videotape	 I z4 -1 	 f-	 t-	 1c	 'I J
,
zc)r
minicourse	 fa _'a:
Optional - Lirzar­ readiny azicl re .`tee'
 7 —
Ld. Pky. III -	 ­ &t LrY	 n tka,=, 27r^0
Videotape - L : tati,;t.cal _ii,^racteZ:L z­ation of Pattern
optional - Lj.Lraz,,1
- 8 -
Day 8 -
Ed. Pkg. IV - The 2780 Remote Terminal: A "lands-cin"°
Experience
Videotape - Derivation of Discriminant Functions
optional - Library reading and review
Day 9 -
Ed. Pkg. V - LARSYS Exercises
Videotape - Feature Selection
optional - Library reading and review
Day 10 -
Videotape - Cluster Analysis and Sample Classificatir_+n
Simulation - Determining Land Use Patterns through
Man-Machine Analysis of LANDSAT Data
Days 11 thru 15 -
Ed. Pkg. VII - A Case Study Using LARSY£ for AnalyslP
of LANDSAT Data
linicourse - Applications of Remote Sensing in Forestry
Videotape - System Parameters Fundamental to Infor-
mation Lxtraction
Minicourse - Crop Surveys through Remote Sensing
Minicourse - SKYLAB: Larth Resources Lxperiment
Optional - Library reading and review
Days 16 thru 20 -
Ed. Pkg. VII - continued
Minicourse - Temperature Mapping of Prater by Remote
Sensing
Videotape - Mapping Sudan's Resources from Space
Minicourse - Applications of Remote Sensing in
Geology
Minicourse - Side-Looking Airborne Radar
Iinicourse - Interpretation of Radar Imagery
Completion of Case Study and documentation of
procedures.
l	 .,
^	 Y	 X	 ^	
^	 III
4 _
Training Frogram Lxamole
Training objective; 'i'u	 the underiyirio principles
of pattern recognition as applied to remote sensing and to
indicate the potentials of the y +_ i ctiioi_ tc)r forestr • -Appli-
cations.
Student Audience:	 Prot tip -:++ii t+^,:t ter experienced xitti
color IR photo interpretation, and	 1rioayery and with some
familiarity with multispectral aca,ir+e i:+ages.
Duration of Program: h rn 	 a	 r rare'+, about E+ lac+^ry
of on-site training plus 4 hour F Ali icided enctleiit stud;=.
Design of Training Progralii: L4oeu "Tacit an initial
discussion with the trainee, a one 1i ° tr;ilattiiiy progra:, Bras
developed from the materials available.
on-site training
Ed. P1, 	 I - An Iatro "ducticn to Iuantitati ,.•e I eillote
Sensinc
The Multispectrai s(sarir,er
Minicourse - Pattern re+_iJ^,I n i, t_i ?C,l iri 4 emote
.linicourse - Typical - te e s dra iiuvierical :;"tai;"sis
Independent Study -
Simulation - A Forest.	 4 ii^_atirn Sitidulati r_i° of
Flan-Machine '1'echniques for Analyzing
ResioteI7	 Cata
Training Program Lxamole
Training Objective- °i'I; prepar+	 i ratiut /en_ in =r tr+
work, with ari experienced remote seiisbrea axial;'st on an 14 eratiorial
project during a period of "peak IOdd." 'riie project use::
computer aided analysis of LANDSA'i data.
Student Audience: 7`,<e1`:e proiessio"al scientists and
engineers engaged in various acti-, ,itiez associated ".Kith reiao`e
sensing such as computer algorithia research, contract i-iDnitoring
and project management but having no ;prior experience in
analysis operations.
Duration of Program: Five baorkinq da,ss %ith a limit of
6 hours of instruction per day. In addition 8 hours is
available for "independent study.'"
— to —
Design of Training Program: Because of the varied back-
ground of the participants,the training was divided into two
parts: core materials taken by all participants and individually
prescribed materials selected by a training coordinator. The
core material is directly related to the operational analysis
work for which the participants are being trained. The
individually prescribed materials are selected to fill in the
background of individual participants. Only the core material
is listed below. The prescribed material is selected from the
catalog of available materials.
Prerequisite reading -
Ed. Pkg. I - An Introduction to Quantitative Remote
Sensing
Day 1 -
Minicourse - The Physical Basis of Remote Sensing
M-nicourse - Photographic Sensors
Minicourse - Spectral Reflectance Characteristics
of 'egetatics,
Individually prescribed materials
Day 2 -
FOCUS - Roi of Images in Numerical Data Analysis
Minicourse - Spectral Reflectance Characteristics
of Earth Surface Features
Minicourse - Interpretation of Color Infrared
Photography
FOCUS - The dultispectral Scanner
Individually prescribed materials
Day 3 -
Minicourse - Interpretation of Multispectral Scanner
Images
Videotape - Introduction to Pattern Recognition. for
Remote Sensing Application
Minicourse - Crop Surveys through Remote Sensing
Videotape - Statistical Characteristics of Pattern
Classes
Individually prescribed materials
t
r
- 11 -
Di%y 4 -
Videotape -
Minicourse
Videotape -
Individual.:
Day 5 -
videotape
Simulation
Cluster ri.ua: rsis anti Sample Classification
- Typica'v, steps in ajun+erical Analysis
s ste;,. i:rumeters Fundaii,ental to Infor-
mation F_:.tractiori
.y pzosc:li,ed wa-erials
Derivatio.i of Li cririinant Functions
Deterailnllty rt aria.] C'i se f'attern5 trirourjh
Mat,-f?aciiine z.nalysis of LAt7G.e"T data
i
®
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CATALOG OF EDUCATIONAL MATPRIALS
individual units in the matrix of educational and training
materials developed at LARS under 1;ASA and Purdue sponsorship
are designated by a letter and a number. The letter denotes
the series as follows:
F	 FOCUS
M	 Minicourses
E	 LARSYS Educational Package
S	 Simulations
V	 Videotapes
The general prerequisite level for artateriai in the laratrl.-. can
be judged by the number of asterisks foillo^i"q the let*er-
number designation. For instance, tii** identifies ttae tvilru
member of the videotape series and two asterisks indicates that
a cons4derable amount of prerequisite riaterial is recommended.
A single asterisk would imply that a moderate amount of
prerequisite material is recommended. Ara entr+ suc, as i4
designates the fourth member of the	 series., and the lack
of an asterisk means that no prerequisites are s1.99ested.
The following pages contain description: r,f each iyistruc-
tional module. The descriptions include a content summary,
list of recommended prerequisites and special aids.
F-1
The FOCUS Series
Each FOCUS is a two-page foldout consisting of a diagram
or photograph and an ex' mded caption of three to four hundred
words treating a single .oncept. A student typically spends
10 to 20 Minutes studying these materials. They are especially
useful for general briefings or introductory treatments of
remote sensing topics.
Copies of FOCUS may be obtained from the LARS Support
Services, Laboratory for Applications of P.emote Sensing, 1220
Potter Drive, west Lafayette, Indiana 47906.
List of FOCUS Titles
The Multispectral Scanner
Cover Type Classification
Pattern Recognition
Mapping Soil Characteristics
Sample Classification
Earth Resources Data Processing System
Remote Sensing
LANDSAT: An Earth Resources Data Collection System
Role of Images in Numerical Data Analysis
Crop Species Identification
What is LARSYS7
LANDSAT MultiF+ectral Scanner Data
Clustering
How the Earth Reflects
rRLGk,DING PAGE BLANK NOT FZ
I	 u
F-z
FF
	
The multispectral Scanner
Shirley M. Davis
The basic parts of a multispectral scanner are illustrated
and described. The function of the parts and systems as a
whole are given in summary form.
Recommended Prerequisites: cone
Special Aids: None
F2	 Cover Type Classification
Shirley M. Davis
A brief description of the process of corputer-aideu
identification of earth surface features is provided. Illus-
trations provide examples
	
of the ber,efit of using multispectral
scanner data to locate and identify surface features.
Reco.-nended Prerequisites: (tone
Special Aids: None
F3
	
Pattern Recognition
Edward O. Belcher
This FOCUS provides an introduction to the process used by
the computer to recognize and identif y ground features accvrdinu
to their spectral response. An example of this procedure is
provided.
Recommended Prerequisites: Clone
Special Aids: None
F4	 Mapping Soil Characteristics
Shirley M. Davis
The advantages of large-area, rapid, soil classification
are discu`-sed. Limitations are enumerated and comparison of
the conventional and computer-aided soil classifications are
shown.
Recommended Prerequisites. None
Special Aids: None
F-3
Sample Classification
Philip ti. Swain
A visual comparison of the process of sample and point
classification is provided. The higher accuracy of classification
and decreased computer time needed by the sample classifier is
described.
Recommended Prerequisites: None
Special Aids: krone
F6	 Earth Resources Data Processing Sy:;tem
Barbara J. Pratt
A brief description of LARS' remote terminal network is
provider'. including the basic computer capabilities and its
function in the earth resources data processing system.
Recommended Prerequisites: None
Special Aids: None
FF7]	 Remote Sensing
James D. Russell
This FOCUS includes a basic definition of remote sensinc3
and relates the concept to familiar examples. Examples of
applications are also briefl, , described.
Reccmmended Prerequisites: None
Special Aids: None
F8 LANDSAT: An Earth Resources Data Collection System
James D. Pussell
The LAIIDSAT satellite, its orbit, and basic parts are
illustrated and described. A brief summary of the type of data
collected and their use are given.
Recommended Prerequisites: None
Special Aids: None
i,
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F9	 Dole of lasca_rce
	
Ira tnu	 i_,Ji 1!• ta_ nail;" i
.Lesi le L 
Three types of li[ia e;J	 uiiP j
classification) are iliustrated and descriued. The Sur4ctiori
of these images in the analysis of rewotelj sensed data 3s al6n
defined.
F.ecomunended Prereyupr;ite-;:
^pecial Aids: hone
[El 0 	
Crop-
Illustrated .inxd ij^	 iI=^	 +'_, 4_1 a;..+ .. =n. t^?!j	 rx p ei_'tJxP ; 'v	 i__
two crop species V.CorP? inns	 _g n'^i;:.S t^!_
a.id cultivation practice ,--, i_^
given of the results of u ttir	 uyIl _ cia ; ii ication crrUR_'ared
to ground data figures Z^atnered t^, t'ie U.S.D.A.
Reconeutlended Prvre+_iu^ite _ Oh"o'?
Special Aids: none
El. 11
	
t'aili¢' t7. _e.,1i 7a
1,ARS and the e olut _n'a -,f
	
- P 1. a'	 a;^;are	 4"'.
described.	 The kasi.c	 Sxi 1 ^_^'-r[: ka	 =ry _l-1'.=. krq ^]kA -3u :1 ^- alIl e 3^t1__ -^1 tiri!Fl
is emphasized during th iisc	 ^i^Pn.
Recommended Pirererjuisite'^•.	 ar_
Special Aids:	 :one
f`12	 LA;,D	 1' 1'u31 i	 ^i	 JPanx s_ 1t•
LA DSAT data in itu r ..k,. cr• i 1 an!_ i	 «aii^i_le r x. vr;;, It
compatible tapes and ila 3ar icu^ i;^a^ e fGr ait: .	 e:aT1e ref
an annotated LANDSAT iuia4e prr^duct is given.
Recommended Prerequisites; 1 n
Special Aids: None
^	 i	 4
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F'13	 Clustering
Philip an. Swain
In remote :tensing, clustering is used to deter,nino_ tkie
,. natural structure" of the data. It can be used to uecou^+^c
complex data sets into simpler sunsets and to determi:'ac
classes based on spectral rattier than informational ' :`ar e +fi 1^=.^^i^ !u.
F:ecommended Prequisi*_ «_	 ^N,_ne
6pecial lids: NQtle
p F14	 How the Earth Reflects
tl	 fairde: V. Davis
Energy reflected by materials on the earth's surfa ,^ Te ,:^uraes
according to the structure and condition of the material.
themselves. Spectral differentiation is possible because
vege ,^ation, soil. and water reflect energy differentl y xYVrt	 ^_Ga
other ana Lecause subcategories of these r*+aterial J^rr _aa= r
F,pectral variations as .e11.
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THE FUNDAMENTALS OF REMOTE SENSING, A Minicourse Series
instructional units in this series consist of printed
study guides, a set of 35mm color slides and an audio tare. If.
addition, for several of the units the Instructor's Cuide for
the series contains or specifies tangible items which the student
uses as he progresses through the minicourses. The Series is
aimed at the introductory or fundamental principle level.
Persons with a background in elementary biolog y , phyuic_I j^td
mathematics can understand and work with the basic concegt.r
and ideas presented in the series. A 35mm slide projector and
audio cassette player are required special aids for use .-,nth
the minicourses.
Development of the minicourse series was carried ou(t cun,je,°
the auspicies of the Continuing Education Administraticln-4
Purdue university from whom the courses are available. ?_r
further information contact C. :rvJ. O'Lrien, Continuirucr ^'^_' r 	`^^^ffu
Administration, 116 Stewart Center, Purdue univer ity, +Ieijt
Lafayette, Indiana 47907, telephone 1117/749-2227.
INTRODUCTORY UNITS
Iu: F	 n,>.	 1p	 ^
THE SPECTRAL BASIS OF
REMOI E SENSING
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r ci 4 1^
	
Ey lu Fr;^
IL I It
I
tt Y ..__	 .. L....	 :..t
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REMOTE IEN_I IS E, r+Ty-
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lntroductorl units
dtl
	 Perraote Sensing: ti^hat is it:'
John C. Lindeniaub
The term "renaote sensing " .js it is a e3 ir, tine mrir	 ^ur ,e
series is 3efined as the science and art u` acquiring infcr-
mation about material oL)ect; fror+l Oeasureriaents read-' at a
distance --- measurements rude without coiriiny into plwy::icai
contact with the materials of interest. These measurements
are possible because instruments can Le desiyraed to a,vexsure
spectral, spatial and/or temporal variation', iirn f ief streny tfa.
Several remote sensing data collection s-ste, y are illu__rate:i
and discusses briefly; basic terrninologl is presented. o'
complete the remote sensing process tfae data must Lie aaasl e_;d
such analysis may be carried out using iway e interpret tior+
techniques, numerical analysis techniques or a eom'r^in^tion "^f
the two.
Recommended Prerequisites: lJone
Special Aids: 35mm slide projector, audio cassette pla;per
M2	 The Physical Basis of remote Sensing
John C. Lindenlaub
The four major components of a remote sensing s.sterin -
radiation source, target, sensor and ,transmission path - are
used to explain the physical basis of remote sensing. Terms
associated with the electromagnetic spectrum are introduced„
and the wavelength variations of the solar spectrram, ref lc
tance characteristics of coturnon earth surface co%er ties ,ahi
properties of the atmospheric transmis-ion patre are rw •-`,?'n'^_e-^:i..
The concept of an ideal black c,ody may be used to mCJkJ i.
emissive radiation fron+ the earth and solar radiation. ihese
topics are all discussed with ref ,^ rence to a sirr;nple pictorial
model of a remote sensing sYstem s-:hich serene_, as a point of
departure for succeedin g minicourses in this series.
Recommended Prerequisites: M1
Special Aids: 35mm slide projector, audio cassette pla; •er and
tangible materials supplied with instructor's
Guide
i
	
u
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The Spectral basis of Renate sensing
E
	 Spectral Ref lectance Characteristics
of "°egetation
Roger A. Hefter
This minicourse i•, the first of two discuss ing _pectroi
characteristics of waits su fface features. In this one no ' i_i
examine the iun+sdaventAs involved in the reflection of c nwi,.,
from vegetation, and we oill sue that the reflectin" is
by absorption - particularly Q absorption due to t No t	
_pit_
present in the lea! and by the moisture content of the loci.
we study these fundamentals involved in plant leaf sen «'. __n c,_=,
we will also take _ look at the ir impact on remote zenzor iAugwf:
in order to interpret remote sensor data more k::I^r,O lri^_,_I il
and effectively.
Recommended Prere_guiiitesz W and !12
Special Aids: 35 mm slide_ projector, audio caon: .t_e pl ''C
pq	 s2ectral " etlectance Characteristi.cE offaltn T ufface Feature,-,
Payer 0. ,coffer
This minicourse is intended to follow the :snit on .+	 __ '.
Reflectance Charaete istico of vegetation. Twether, thesw
units firm the uasiz for effective interpretat ion of mu V ti 1=ec__f ii l
scanner data and cwn ,r it phato raphy. In the first unit, vo
restricted the discussio" to fundamentals of vegetative 	 flet__
tance, whereas; in this unit we examine the factors influ T inn
reflectance from soil_ and eater. Finally, vegetation, o? 1 onif
water reflectances are Combined and the spectral iuterrei w= iw"^
strips of these basic cover types are compared.
Recommended Prerequisites: "I, M2 and M3
Special Aids: 35mm slide projector, audio cassette plan
Remote sensing Pro ,3_Zna
Ft5	 Mission Planning -- Consideration
and Pequirements
Roger M. Hoffer and Shirley M. Uav
Before plaWna remote sensing missions,
wirer- tor" first t on nino +Wat imormatlon he
M-4
it remote sensing :an	 4iieet t^ya^ i'il' lid!`=•^:^q zu_ I=^akJ li_^_'i,J ?
Which data collectiJil = ajtevnf, anj ^h" : '	 1' Y tt drdi_I'	 i" ' d-r1 t
appropriate for tiw tail:	 :tfa_rteur_°'=' ^',_ita !Lt an i i iaz r jata
necessary to the analy oi:: Ca ii Le ctoi t-_Cted in -i riuirlY er of
f«a;.': . 	 such data is especial.3,11• 	,1 141 uiildiLir_tlin ,J.is-i ac^1
limiting the spectral variarJllit.. that ruai_Jitt t_e eYacounte e'3
in the primar data.
r:ecorrrnended Prerequisites: tail aiid
'.:pedal r"lids: 35rr ri slide projector, aaJ io ' a s^ette plla'"t.r
PA6
	
LANDSAT: An tart tt Y eoource	 tel litl	 _`st ,nd
1'ne first Earth i'e J t1'=r'u Y'I _ y YIYVd	 =.jteiii t*^ ` a-s
launched in 1472 With the e%pec- t 7cciJa tkiat t"ie _ lata it 1 rIi Q__ted
would be useful iri ac +iulrincj nl'" e '_l ir4F i'Yr+3 + Y e a ^t =4'Ao
re5C3urCQ5 of the earth.	 LCr:.p: 3.. A^...°.1 -Y Gfc. x	 ._lx Lt i`Y_ i j •JJlkla
LANDSA1 •-2 ha*,,e coliectel l r_7e i-luantitirl_ c4
multispectral data ::nic'i/ r,a e V:eela E. lie:	 ra. t CA:
resources -re latcd task s- f,ar Ula -~ ! V; ery	 aaa'_
forests, mapping land use pattci:n , ai% 21rilxii tl riri'	 _ 1lid!^
air quality . T'nls ;viii Lour e. 'i L.•^_t:i^'.u^ :i tli"A p_ _k,Ji:-^1':_'.t l- • y L:=^t . L_^ I+L'
the sensors aboard the satellLtec, the =rttt° tc„ey ivll.':, ai„1
the data they collect. 3oii,e of tn-_ t 'pe z of Infclrination tkiat
have been derived from LAf:DZAi' data are also presente3.
Recommended Prerequisites: Dil and f42
Special Aids: 35mrn slide pre ]ectUxaudio cassette pia • er,
Finale LAND, AT Coverage flap and tangible items
supplied with instructor's Guide
M7	 sNYLAB: Earth Resource'z 0.%peri:,yent
Shirle+r 1-1. Davis
In presenting an	 of the	 Larth i^ t_^Ji tom':,
E::periment PacY.age, this "dnicour3e describes thv' S•atel lit '`u
flight cbaractGristics and tae 'sensor s; steris designed to be a
part of this package. The resuit_- _Jf se.^eral data anal;' i
experiments are described to d'cighli ht some ialiportant cliara'_-
teristics of SKYLAB data and their utilit y in earth resources
studies.
Recommended Prerequisites: fil and fay
Special Aids: 35mm slide pro3ector, audio cassette player
N%.
N	 i'
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Sensor Systems
i:8	 ttultispectral scanners
= John C. Lindenlaub
Multisnectral scanners, an important class of remote
sons ng data gathering instruments, are introduced in tieio
to nico+arse. Th-- operation of a multiopectral scanner is
explained by nt._ar—.> t_,f a arrle simulation. I'eaturtLs of `hz,_
c?asU of in: truudunts ere discussed and in man • cases cr^m-,,, -
to colresponuin tj propertles c , f photographlc syst&l.9J. 't,,e.
parameters are defined and discussed so as to give are ^_Ao, c•_
St,AnJ.L,1 14 of the	 :.Mch engineer:; art!_d api_li_ati^_ar
Scientists ntaked^ "l. ^_^'id't' re;sarding scanner design aAid
mission planaing. '.'Ne ,arapteter5 Of several typical ,c3teA,t_E
are presented and	 Df emultispectral scanner ^Ata:^^=r;~
are shown.
t:econanended prerequisites: ill and 712
Special ;'.ids: 35i^uu s1iJ- projector, audio cassette pla•'er.
two 'large dim eter (about 1/4 inch) drinksn^, straws,
one about 3" long and one about 6" long, ,uap of
Bloomington, Indiana an! tangible materials
supplied with Instructor's Guide
ttU
	 Photographic Sensors
.Jc,hn c. L.indenlaub
Photographic sensors have been used for remote sensing
^applications for man years. 7'he capabilities and licrdtat3c•r:s
of this type of data collection system are governed to a iar;tc-
extent by the optical properties of the film and filters u_f,,d.
Lev properly combining films and filters, photographic rnetiiods
may be used to produce a set of multiband, or multispectral,
images. 11hen combined with knowledge about the refiectar+ce
properties of eartYr s)^irface features, these multiband inaaye::
yield considerably more infoi utic,n than is available frr^iu a
single image. Y'ne use of color film is one method of cF_Attbir,in_r
three spectral bands to forma a single image. '-:n axnderstan,lbny
of this process is important for proper interpretation c,f 	 l_.r
and color infrared photograph:.
Recommended Prerequisites: Ml and M2
special Aids: 35mm slide projector, audio cassette plager
1- E
D	 side-Looking Airborr,c 1'a+dar
John C. Lindenlaob
This minicourse introduces you to side -lr,uYing aircorne
radar as a sensor system,	 a13r s Yst--rks -jperate in a chi ffc:rent
portion of the spec.:ruw than pho cgraphic or riuitispectl°al
scanners which results in radar ha-.-!u 9 c•_.rtain advantage o*.,er
other sensor systems. The re:,oluticvrof .radar systems is
determined by the duration of tt4e radar pulse and the length
of the antenna. Improved resolutiuri pruperties can tje achie^.ed
b,•
 using synthetic aperture antenna_.	 -4iscussion of the
manner in which images are produced frc,;" radar signals leads
into a brief discussion of t ypical rna r=r,	 .nalysis of radar
imagery is the subject of another winicourse in this series.
Recorrar4ended Prerequisites: Ml and i12
Special Aids: 35i,4a slide projector, audio cassette player
Pumerical Analysis of ??emote Sens zry iJ
t"111
	
Pattern P.ecoon_tion r r,eioote Sensing
John C. Lindenlaub and Phiiip to. ,,-ain
This ilinlcour;:e introduces ' ,ou tc , the . ay In '^.'$'1 ;iCh a.
commuter views the data from a ierultispectral scanner, namely
as a set of numbers called a data -.-ectcr for eac?a ground
resolution element. the data vector concept is Vl` en used in an
example to illustrate the ideas ref training data, "distance"
between trainin-3 sarn4ples and •dt isi +ia i_au y t^aries. After a
discussion of a pattern r c ,i t _r G °cfe a	 e-; eral clams if ieaton
rules are presented. The	 coi 4puter -aided arial yZis
of multispectral data is illustra_-:1 usink; results of a research
study.
Pecommen3ed Prerequisites:	 ._ and ti8
Spec i al rids: 35m, slide projector', audio cassette player
and centimeter ruler at least 15 CUi long
1312	 Typical Steps in numerical Analysis
John C. Lindenlaub
Procedures typical of those used to anlayze multispectral
scanner data using numerical pattern reco,3nition techniques
I^
I
i
l	 ^'
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are presented and discussed in this minicourse. These pro-
cedures include de£inino tile objectives of the analysis,
examining the quality of the data, specifyiny the areas tr
be analyzed, selecting train: n3 z-amples, classifying the.
data, displaying the results, and evaluating the results r€
the analysis. The relationship between man (the analyst)
and machine (the computer) for each step of the procedure is
stressed so as to reveal this complex: partnership.
Pecorwiended Prerequisite_,: "I, 4,12, ;Mb and M11
:special Aids: } Spuv slide projector, audio cassette plas,,c
and tangible materials supplied with Instructor's
Guide
Image Interpretation of Pemote :sensing Data
hi13
	 Interpretation of Color
Infrared Photography
F.oger M. Ho f fer
This minicourse discusses a number of the furvlecuentals
involved in proper interpretation of color infrared film. Pairs
of slides show the satae scene with reuular c g lr• files an "Pieta
with color infrare,° filrta. F: number of the ad * as s ar,1
limitations in the use of color infrared film for %*arious
applications will be discussed. when finished, you should ke-
able to interpret the tonal characteristics seen on celcie
infrared film ne:arl,- as well as the colors ou see on reiular
color film.
Recommended Prerequisites: 111, 112 and 119
Special Aids: 35mm sl:.de projector, audio cassette player
M14	 Interpretation of radar Imagery
Roger M. lief€er
This minicourse provides insight into the fundamentals of
interpretation of radar imagery. It introduces you to the
basic energy-matter interactions and to the characteristics
of iadar systems that must be taken into account when inter-
preting radar imagery. These fundamental concepts are
discussed using a series of graphic sketches and then demon-
strated by means of radar image examples. when finished, you
should be able to interpret many earth surface fea+ures that
appear on radar imagery.
M-S
Recommended Prerequisites: r1l, Gi g. and :113
Special Aids- 35mm slide projector, audio cassette player
4115	 Interpretation of tfultazpectral
Scanner YnRayk:s
Royer M. Hoffer and occin C. L ndenlaub
The general procedures used to yenerate images from
multispectral scanner data are intrr-duced, and the techniques
used by remote sensing anal ysts tc•1 interpret r+ultispectral
images are illustrated Ly o7e.ans col trnree • .a+ ples. i d`nile an
experienced anal}-st willattenzrpt to make aiTultaneous use of
spatial, spectral and temporal variations tir n anal, zing
multispectral scanner images, the	 a •c- ,J mere ha*-e
been selected to illustrate inrtrl:r_ ati n based on a single
type of variation in order that c e a+aeii in3 principles cart
be emphasized. Activities are incorporated in the minicourse
to give the student an opporturnit, to i,ta3:e interpretations
based on spatial, spectral and temporal information.
Recotruaended Prerequisites: i'1, N, aiv^ Gi`
Special Aids: 35r rarn slide prcoee tcr, audio c^Lcsctte pla er,
picture from ne p j-+ r ;ak=pry; i atei,* 3" 	 3"a,
punched computer card with 7 numbered holes and
tangible materials supplied with Instructor's
Guide
Applications of Remote '-ensing
:-t16
	
Applications of Remote Sei-isinx in Forestry
Roger M. Hoffer and Shirley M. Davis
Remote sensing is a usefui t °l for obtainin r3 information
about forested areas, forest res^_,urce r:,anaaers can drao: or, a
wide variety of rerr,ote sensing data, choosirn3 the data collec-
tion system best able to provide the kind of information they
are seeking. In this rd nicourse, a list of typical information
needs for effective timber manaqennoent provides the framework:
for a discussion of ways in which both photo-interpretation and
the analysis of numerical data can help foresters.
Recommended Prerequisites: M1 and 172
Special Aids: 35mm slide proje=ctoc, audio cassette player,
stereo photograph, Focket Stereo Viewer and
tangible materials supplied with Instructor's
Guide
---q
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x117	 Applicatiares of F'eviote Sensing in Geology
Shirley 11. Davis, and Donald t•1. Levandowski
Geology is a broad field, and hence the information needs
of the geologist cover a .ride range. Spectral data gathereJ
through remote sensing can provide information about man,
features of the earth's surface that are of interest to the
geologist. Furtherreen-re, LL combining surface observations
with geologic knar'Ied ,-je rAnc ll
 iaesights, lee is able to iiva?e
valid inferences at,_4ut ^,ubourface materials. Several examples
are given that demonstrate ticnv geologists can use information
available through remote- Lensing.
Recommended Prerequisites: 111 and M2
Special rids:	 5ifiu^h slide proiector, audio cassette rla•rr
b11$	 Cron+ urr = s through vemote Sensing
Shirley r1. Davis and Marvin E. Bauer
Effective production and management of the world's food
supply depends in part rre iaan's knowledge of the current and
potential food supplies and their location throughout the -orld.
Remote sensing has teen successfully used for making -carious
kinds of crop surveys oth iii research and in operational
projects. Both iioiage-oriented and nuwerically oriented analysis
approaches have been used to identify crops, to assess their
vigor, and to determine the ground area of specific crops.
This information is 	 to calculate produc t ion forecasts and
production estiraate ! .
F:ecommended Prerequisites; 11 and 112
Special Aids: 35mm slide projector, audio cassette player
and tangible materials supplied with Instructor's
Guide
0419	 Temperature napping ^„f !-!ater
by F^eraaote Sensing
Louis 1'.. Lartolucci and Roger N. Hoffer
In order to make decisions about water quality, rapid and
accurate means of evaluating Later pollution levels must tl,e
readily available. lemote sensing and computer-aided data
processing offer a satisfactoryir^ethod for determining :rater
quality parameters, such as tesreperature, in a quantitati•.-e
!1°IG
manner and over lar ,je ^CV ;^t3.^1^i_ ^itii " >!i^ ^ -:^ Y •^ 1:1t 1"te L'' ^ai^_.,Lt
time. Internal calibi^  atioei	 the raeed fc^r
ground gathered data.
recommended Prerequisites: N1, ra	 IS
Special T:ids: 35iwt slide prrj -t ,r, ao1dirS	 j ,sette ala.•er
^ - 	 'J	 _.	 _
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The LARSYS Educational Package
The LARSYS Educational Package is a set of instructional
materials developed to train people to analyze remotely
sensed multispectral data using LARSYS, a computer software
system developed at Purdue/LABS. A variety of media is used
depending on the nature of the subject matter and objectives of
each unit. Reinforcement of certain basic concepts, such as
the multispectral concept and the multidimensional statistical
approach, is interwoven thrrjughout the package.
Essential to the effective use of the educational package
is a "LARSYS expert." Persons experienced with LARSYS should
be assigned to serve as instructor-consultants. At Purdue/
LARS the "LARSYS expert" would probably be a fellow researcher
from within the same program area. At remote terminal sites,
the "site expert" would 'e an individual who has spent
several days or weeks at LARS learning about LARSYS.
The LARSYS Educational Package may be obtained from L.-_f?S
Support Services, Laboratory for Applications of Remote Sensaag,
1220 Potter Drive, West Lafayette, Indiana 47905.
E-2
THE LARSYS EDUCATIO14AL PACKAGE
Title: An Introduction to
PurpOSe; Orientation to ruvw,te
UNIT I 	 principles and pattern rvcoonatluii.
Time estimate; 4 hours
Title; LARSYS Software
UNIT I I
	
Purpose: Eu7nar- of tr,,P^7 data
Time estimate : I pour
Title: Demonstration c, f Liar	
C,, t,,,
Purposv: Orientitiun t e, tcr ... 1r,J1
UNIT III	 procedures.
Time estimates 1.; hours
UNIT	 IV
Title: The 2780
Purvo5c; E,.F,erience
nunched and Printer output, . 3 r,,j	 LAPS'f' -.-rr-aram
w.cn qjvea the control
'7 1mv	 V'ourE'
T 2 t let LAPSY4 LXITCI'.el
Purpose
_
	
c_ i , j , n,	 t,,
UNIT	 V
Title: Guide to !l.Itispectrat Lata
Nnal •.,.siL Usinti L,ARF;S (wit:. acuc,rpan•lnq
Exag,plc an,-* Case -1tud7)
Purpose: Anal*isis of a detailed example
and a case stu-3'!usxnq aircraft data.
Time ' -tinate. 40 tours
"I I t Ie	 - ^tJc: tud%	 for
UNIT VI	 UNIT VII
ORIGINAL PAGE ISN 
OF POOR QLALITY
r
N
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E1	 Unit I
An Introduction to Quantitative Remote Sensing
John C. Lindenlaub and James D. Russell
This unit is an '..ntroduction to remote sensing stressing
the role of pattern recognition in numerically oriented remote
sensing systems. Its specific purpose is to provide a common
background and orientation to the LARSYS computer software
system. For newcomers to remote sensing, this manual intro-
duces concepts and terminology which are needed later. ethers
will be introduced to numerically oriented remote sensing
data analysis.
Recommended Prerequisities: None
Special Aids: None
E2	 Unit 11
LARSYS Software System: An Overview
James D. Russell and john C. Lindenlaub
The second unit consists of a recorded tape which accor^:rjanies
a display book and student notes. It takes the viewer throug g, a
typical remote sensing data analysis sequence and illustrates the
commonly used features of the LARSYS processing functions.
Recommended Prerequisites: E1
Special Aids. Audio cassette tape player
FE 3]	 Unit III
Demonstration of LARSYS on a 2780 Remote Terminal
Technology Transfer Staff
Unit III provides the student with an introduction to the
data processing hardware that he will be using and introduces
him to some additional aspects of the LARSYS software systetc.. He
will observe several LARSYS jobs run at the 27P0 remote terminal.
The demonstration requires an instructor to present the material
and guide the student.
Recommended Prerequisites: E1 and E2
Special Aids: A "LARSYS expert" and on-line access to LAF:_,Y5
through a 2780 remote terminal and 2741 type-
writer terminal
E-4
E4	 Unit i'.'
The 2780 Remote Terriinal: A '%Iauids-(jn" Experience
Technolog y Transfer Staff:
Students are instructed in the use of ti4e terminal by ifteans
of an audio-tutorial lesson. The student Ls =guided b, an audio
tape on how to use the te.-Minal off-line as .a carol lister, to-r a+
to the computer and initiate the LA?^S 	 _ steme, run sa.m le
jobs and transmit data to a: d receive c1ata :row the ti:iain computer.
Tne audio tape is accompanied by a set of student notes.
Recommended Prerequisites: El, g:2 and E3
Special Aids: A "LAR;YS e:-.pert ­ (recoaa7iense=d, but not essey:tial9
an audio cassette tape k" la ; er and on-line access
to LARS S through a 2720 remote terminal and h741
typewriter terminal
E5	 l!init *'
LARS S L-rercises
Technology Transfer ltaff
Unit V consists of short c=ro ler" :=re _ia the student ;elves
using the computer terratinal and 	 r'cx' procersinq functions.
The purpose of these probler^2s is to Lncrease the student':s
experience in the use of i'P.	 foi^ muitispectral data anal---sis
and to help him develop an appreciation for the capaLilitie
and limitations of the LAP.SYS software system.
Recommended Prequisites: E1 thru E4
Special Aids: A "LARSYS expert" and ora-line access to
through a 27'U retr,'iote terminal and 2741 t ype-
writer terminal
FE 6 	 Unit 'Y
Guide to IMultispectral Data ':nay :1 s Using " FS'':
John C.Linc'enlauL
This unit provides a detailed discussion of the pnilosoptny
behind quantitative analysis maethods. Using data from an
aircraft multispectral scanner, it Describes the steps in a
supervised analysis, wh,= they are necessary and ho:. the-, are
carried out. A detailed example parallels the description and
the student has the opportunit, to carry out an analysis of
his own through a case study.
Recommended Prerequisites: El tnru L5
r
-
E-5
Special Aids: A "LARSYS expert" and on-line access to LARSYS
through a 2780 remote terminal and 2741 type-
writer terminal
E-7I	 Unit VII
Data
Tina X. Cary and John C. Lindenlaub
This unit provides a detailed discussion of the philosophy
behind quantitative analysis methods. Using examples and data
from the LANDSAT-1 satellite it describes the steps in an
analysis sequence which combines both supervised and unsuper-
vised approaches. A detailed example parallels the description
and the student has the opportunity to carry out an analysis
of his own through a case study.
Recommended Prerequisites: E1 thru E5
Special Aids: A "LARSYS expert" and on-line access to LARSYS
through a 2780 remote terminal and 2741 type-
writer terminal
ti
p
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S-1
Simulation Exercises
Simulation exercises are designed to lead the student
through the professional thought and decision-making processes
typical of those required by remote sensing analyst/researchers.
The simulations, requiring 3 to 4 hours to complete, illustrate
and explain the rationale and decision processes of remote
sensing analysis.
Copies of the simulation exercises may be obtained from
LARS Support Services, Laboratory for Applications of Remote
Sensing, 1220 Potter Drive, :west Lafayette, Indiana 47006.
List of Simulation Exercise Titles
S1 A Forestry Application Simulation of Man-tIachine
Techniques for Analyzing Remotely Sensed Data
S2 Determining Land Use Patterns through Man-machine
Analysis of LANDSAT Data
S-2
	
Fs-1
1	 A Forestry Application; simulation of
Man-Machine Techniques for Analyzing
Remotely Sensed Data
John S. Berkebile, James D. Russell and Bruce M. Lube
A detailed step-by-step description of an actual analyslu
of remotely sensed data performed by a forester for a portion
of the Hoosier National Forest. The dacicivns made during ttiu
analysis and their rationale are describer]. The importance of
the man-machine interactions is emphasized. The steps are
documented with illustrations and examples.
Recommended Prerequisites: E1, E2, M1, M2 and M16
Special Aids: None
	
S2	 Determining Land Use Patterns through
Man-Machine Analysis of LANDSAT data
Steven J. Kristof, James D. Russell,
Tina K. Cary and Bruce M. Lube
An over-the-shoulder look at each step, in the anal y sis ^.rf
remotely sensed data for land use applications. The decisions
made and the rationale for each man-machine interaction are
described and illustrated. The area ceder study was a portion
of the Texas coastal zone. The objective was to be able to
classify this diverse and clanging area. The results provided
information useful for persons responsible for land use
management decisions.
Recommended Prerequisites: Fl, E2, 41, M2 and M3
Special Aids: None
1
V-1
The Videotape Series
The videotapes in this series "capture" a subject -atttt
specialist discussing a remote sensing topic. The taps.-, ar«-
a refinement of a seminar or series of lectures given ^-y tl,,(-
authors. Each tape runs about thirty minutes. Student vic=?na.,
notes have been written for some of the videotapes.
These videotapes were developed by LARS staff mem)- ,ers iv4
conjunction with Purdue university yradueke program an,i shc)rt
course activities. inquiries regarding t,e availabilit y ,° wt
tapes for use external to the University should be addrer;se
to Dr. John C. Lindenlaub, Irogram Leader, Technolo q%' Tr,J^`+:•?ATM,
Laboratory for rpplications of Remote Sensing, Fardue U° z>ivtt--
sity, 1220 Potter Drive, west Lafayette, Indiana 4 799jt,.
List of Videotape Titles
Remote Sensing: Infoomation from Data
Introduction to Quantitative Remote Sensing
Duality of System Ty,--s and the Multivariant
Approach
System Parameters Fundamental to Information
Extraction
Pattern Recognition for Remote Sensing Applications
Introduction to Pattern Recognition for
Remote Sensing Applications
Statistical Characterization of Pattern Classes
Derivation of Uiscriminant Functions
Feature Selection
Cluster Analysis and Sample Classification
Measurements in Remote Sensing
Introduction to I:adiation in Remote Sensing
Reflectance in Remote Sensing
Emission in Remote Sensing
Fundamentals of Remote Sensing Instrumentation
Remote Sensing Applications
Flapping Sudan ' s Resources from Space
M"
VV°1
Remote Sensing: Znforinatiun from Uata
V1	 Introduction to Qua titatr2Je itieajute :.^'iising
David A. Landgrehe
(32 minutes, tlacL- and-white
The method by which rewoto sensiay is carried out troln a
quantitative standpoint is pre.;enteJ. Fundarnentuls of info`--
mation extraction includin.4 aii	 iusaat on of spatial, spectra,
and temporal information are ds,,:e and necessary steps in the
numerical analysis procedures are iisted and briefly dizcuLused.
iteeomnended Prerequisites: ilc:4iie
Special Aids: videotape pia'yer and monitor
V2	 Dualit:. of	 _tF
the I3uit Sri ,^ .x_L	 a,_d ^
(26 minutes,
A review of ,Y• -ten+ t ,es	 l+; t.	 Iia,_jram, cf t_fie _	 tall
scanner system as well as the	 uyoai Jata are
also discussed. Various aspects of the electrotaiaynetiC sp_ectruni
as well as the nearest-nelgntc,.c ipp c,ach, the -sauss? ..7 n d-Istrl-
butlon assumption and other priri ipl+-s fundamental to nua,Ierical
analysis are presented.
P.ecorunended Prerequisite::: ?%1
Special Aids: Videotape p,la er axil wc,nitur
V3	 System Parariete^ i aur, ia,aental
to lnforiaati_,i *..txacti n
	
Davin	 ^, iPtd. re e
(33 minutes, lack:-and-.-rite)
A diagram of the overall scanner system is presented as a
means of review. System parameters fundamental to information
extraction are listed and then discussed individuall- . . Such
parameters as spatial resolution, spectral resolution, signal-
to-noise ratios, ancilltiry information and others are included.
V-3
Recd= tittended Prerequisites: V2
Special Aids: Videotape player and monitor
Pattern Recognition for Remote Sensing Application
!,'4	 Introduction to Pattern Recognition for
Remote Sensing Applications	 f
-
Philip 11. Swain
(27 minutes, black-and-white)
	
The concepts basic to appi.icatlon of pattern	 tr
remote sensing data analysis and a rationale for ttie stLt:st_cal
approach taken are discussed. Data -rectors and do, ,--Z.siorA r ,- 1 -!N
and surfaces in the measurement space are define:.	 a' uvl f
pattern recognition system  and an exataiple of a simple statistical
process are provided.
Recommended Prerequisites: 1-11 or F7
Special ;ids: Videotape player and monitor,	 e:oin notes
5	 Statistical characterization of Pattern Classes
Philip 11. Swain
(18 minutes, black-and- :•Thite)
The method b-r which classes of ground co-.er in remrDte st^^^^1n,
problems can be characterized statistically is presenre^J. Sin, ^1°-
channel and multi-channel distributions as well as unirariat and
multi- rariate normal probability f_:nctio.as are discussed. 	 n
explanation of the use of probability :unctions -is discrininart_
is also given.
Recommended Prerequisites: V4
Special Aids:	 -deotape player -nd monitor, viewing notes
V6	 Derivation of Disc- imi,aant Functions
Philip 1;. S•::air.
(27 minutes, ?.;!act.-and-white)
i
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m ..
j!
l'his videotape	 1-IrTi Cf jiscri!'oll-icsfit
f unctions h,ased on stLiti -itLcoi	 ^oncer_t:;
presented are loss f uric t	 anti
the resulting decision.
ic- statistic
pecial:.ids: 	 jb-4	 , _Alit'_+%	 ic-• I in^j nctez;
(-' 7	 hit'24
'this
of a •.-allable feature; '_-1Z	 L'_'LQ-1,I-ct^J to
classifier	 iveasuf^_o a'_
indicators i ,^ f erroe asidthie
and nulti-class
Pecomi^kent_I­_ ' F re-req u i s i te
E-1	 1 us ter , " i-I 'a i y s i - _trsd L- ^w) 1,_^ ^- I 'A 5^ i f I ':a t ionPh I I I
.'l
!'. basic dtfiY7iti_n	 A	 ^_'f
interpoirit and interTlut-,:
	
are yi'Jeii.
Isolatiny clusters,
	 J:1,3
points), aiid cluster
addition, a definiticii 3_ eii	 .3	 and
f.-or sample class if icatir,f,
Pecoa.j:ienIed vrerequizLt^_ -	 1.	 - i ^:" S - , L s t I.,--1^	 1^^J	 t'j L
Measurements in Remote Slen;iiiq 
I
Introduction to Tadiatin iII,
	 sensing
Ej	
­
 Ler:c'-,, F.
(25 minutes.
I
V-5
The remote sensing model and its components are explained
by comparing a scanner system to a more fai::iliar instrunment a
35mm camera. The spectral characteristics of solar radiatif-,n,
idealized and actual, are shown. P.adiometric units are contrasted
with photometric units and their relation to spectral quantities
is explained. The effect of view on protected area is 	 and
plane angle measures and solid angle measure are discussed. Fir-Li
stop and aperture stop are differentiated.
Recommended Prerequisites: Some knowledyc of cameras and !oo:
they work.
special Rids: Videotape player and monitor
17,01
	
Feflectance in !'emote Sens
LcPoy 1. tJlva
(25 minutes, black-and-white)
A discussion of reflectance parameters and quantities it
terms of the optical characteristics of remote sensors. The
effect that lens size, aperture opening and focal length have
upon the light gathering power and the field of vic of a Lens
are discussed. Geometric radiation calculations in remote
sensing systems as :,ell as the concepts of Lair-Tertian surfaces,
bi-directional reflectance, directional reflectance and
hemispherical reflectance (albedo) are also described.
he=ommended Prerequisites: I), familiarity %sith camera
construction and basic calculus
Special Rids: Videotape player and monitor
V11	 Emission in 4:enote Sensing
Le go,':' F. Silva
(27 aninutes, black-and-white)
The definition of emission and how it differs frogm,
reflectance is given. The wavelength and frequency form of
Planck's law, their differences, and relation to emission are
explained. The portion of the spectrum in which emissive
effects dominate reflective effects is shown and the factors
responsible are explained. A precision radiation thermometer
is demonstrated to tie together many perviously presented
concepts.
Recommneded Prerequisites: `.'10, basic calculus
ecial ';ids: Videota(e pla yer and monitor
V71 21	 Fundarieyitalj
(26 minutes,
The monochroweter	 an,:j t14e	 ctr meter
(adjustable wavelen-4hty are	 tvie fuiida,4entai liiD-
truments of remote seiisirv-( aiidt lc , pic^il	 are 'JiFc.U00ea
and shown. Terwirioloyy wjed tc^	 used
in different configuratioito iz,, intl^-, Juced and explained. TE.e
facts responsible or tne,7^e ueira Iat
given detector is sensitive 'tc+ aze	 arid -J ua1-i-U-WA 0;4d
thermal detectors are contraste,J. S,Di, e	 jetecto.-: aa:l
their characteristics are ci r ca ze,J.
considerations are al so
RecoTwnenuea Prerequisites: 7-'11,
Special Aids: Videotape pla-. er ;aic4
IRemote Sensing A2plicatioasl
I
V131	 Mapping Sudan's	 zcqbu Spjce
The LANDSAT satellite a.^d L's 	 1 c'-diection
are reviewed. The ge&-jL,z! ktic-	 tNC
within the Sudan are then	 Ll'	 C'f a
channel false color composite-) -i^ -, eii as	 a c-lassf-Lzcirioll
derived from LANDSAT data. TvdN
by the Sudanese are also e.-;piaj7ze1.
recommended Prerequisite ,--.*. Ni -^r f 7
Special Aids: Videotape pi-A.,er acid wic,nicor
